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Dear All,  
 
“Away for another 
year!” But why 
have the decora-
tions been up so 
long? Because the 
Christmas season 
in Church ends 
on February 2nd, Candlemass. Ask the Queen: she does the same! 
 
CANDLEMASS at St James’ always involves loads of candles but this year 
we had to do things differently via the videoed Service of the Word. After a 
meditation in the use of candles around the Church we thought about the 
Presentation of Jesus in the Temple - the traditional thank-you for the gift of 
a baby boy. (As Charlie Seabrook reminded us with relish, this didn’t happen for 
Jewish girls!) We then had the opportunity to ‘present’ some of the new children 
born into the Church family since the lockdown last year: Arlo Goodwin, 
Callum Kinch, Alice Holtom and Alfie Kennedy… 

 
         With 

readings from Isla, Charlie, Jerome, Isla and Poppy, prayers 
from Hilary and music from Isabel we said goodbye to Christ
-mas and hello to Ash Wednesday, Lent and Easter… 
 
ST JAMES’ GARDENS By chance a team of 
gardeners from Islington Council were in the 
Gardens just as the Christmas tree needed to 
be disposed of!  They were preparing to cut 
down the bushes. But they liked the sound of 
the plans to get rid of the bushes, put down 
more seating and to extend both the hard 
standing and the grass. Clem Friry is leading 
on this for us at St James’ and Joe Radmore for 
the local community. And the Council sound 
like they are up for a conversation too. So what 
would you like the St James’ gardens to look 
like? We think it has huge potential!   
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Weekly  

Calendar and Daily Prayer themes 
 

Sun 7  2 b LENT                           Paula, Gianni and Giandre Morrison; Isabel Nisbet                                
Mon 8  DEL Wk 4                   Joyce Owusu; Toni Parker; Jessica and Tayah Phillips                                           
Tues 9  Feria                              Nick, Matilda and Barnaby Powell; Rosemary Ross 
Wed 10  Feria        John, Hilary and Laura Roden and Hope Dixey; Helen Schofield                   
Thurs 11 Feria           Sam, Joe, Charlie and Isla Seabrook; Susan and Eric Sorensen                                         
Fri 12  Feria                      Nick, Isabelle, Maxwell and Leon Sharples; Vera Taggart                                      
Sat 13  Feria                   Claire, Alex, Kaitlin  and Oliver Suksiri; Fr Stephen Taylor          
Sun 14 2 b LENT                             Ken and Margaret Thompson; Fr Victor de Waal  

THIS WEEK  
 
Sun  2nd SUNDAY BEFORE LENT  Streamed ‘Service of the Word’ at 10am. 
Tues 10-5pm webinar on preparing for Lent, Holy Week and Easter.   
Wed 12.30pm Funeral of Ken Akers, Enfield Crematorium. 6pm Grace Church, 

Alvin, Texas: zoom prayers.  
Sun 14 SUNDAY BEFORE LENT  Streamed ‘Service of the Word’ at 10am. 

You do not need to have your own Facebook account 
to be able to access our streamed services on the          

St James’ Islington Facebook page.  



ADAM  As some of you will know, Adam Dickson has been our OAMM (Organist, Administrator 
and Music Missioner) for the past 
three years. A former Cambridge     
Organ Scholar based in Southgate, 
Adam has lived a fairly hand-to-mouth 
existence ever since, balancing 
Church jobs with running a small 
opera company! At the end of last year 
he qualified as a data programmer and 
has just got a full time job as a Data 
Scientist. So sadly we lose him as our 

Church administrator but are glad that he will continue to serve as our organist. So it is all 
change at St James’ yet again! 
 
The first thing to say is ‘congratulations’ - and also many thanks for the brilliant work he has 
done in editing the streamed ‘Services of the Word’ when we have been out of Church. These 
take Adam most of Saturday to put together - and he is very good at it. Kindly he will serve out 
his four week notice period so we will still have his skills in this area until the beginning of 
March.    
 
So we have a short breathing space to review the role of our administrator and I expect we will be 
putting out an advertisement at some point for someone to work in the Office (albeit remotely). 
There is not just the usual run of the mill paperwork (and hopefully the booking of the Hall when 
we can re-open that!) but also the regular support of our Treasurers and all the work in advance 
of the Islington Proms music festival which will now be in September (4th-18th).   
 
But the most urgent need is for one or more people with technical skills to help us commission 
the new webcams and other issues connected with our presence on the web. I hope the Standing 
Committee can meet very soon to have a first discussion and then we will ask for your help in 
case you know of anyone who might be able to take up the many jobs that Adam will be laying 
down at the end of this month. 
 
SUNDAY SERVICES After the hugely demanding service for Candlemass, this week we        
continue with the theme of ‘Light’ by dipping into the Bible, discovering some of the stories 
which help us to think a bit more deeply about how God transforms the way we look at things 
when we use his light. NEXT WEEK Sunday happens to coincide with St Valentine’s Day so a 
rather different service for that. Watch this space...  (or better still, watch the service!) 
 
 

PRAYER BOARD/NOTICES Requests for prayer welcome 
    
BIRTHDAYS  Many Happy Returns on Tuesday to Amy Eldon-Richier who featured with her family in last Sunday’s    

service as the mother of new baby Callum; on Friday to Max Rudkin who will be 13 and on Friday to Gianni 
Esprit who wil be 15. Happy days all.  

SICK Christopher Browne, Mariolina and Peter Freeth, Emily Grainger, Alastair and Diane Hume, Kris Hyde,   
Hayley Jenkins, John, Kingsley Lewis, John Scott, Charlie Sharpe, Vera Taggart, Lyn Thompson, Geoff 
Turner and Melanie Toogood.  

DEPARTED    We pray for the soul of Ken Akers (Cruden Street), to be laid to rest on Wednesday at Enfield Crematorium.    

ANNIVERSARIES  7th: Fr George Haynes (St John’s, Duncan Terrace); 8th: Leonard Baugh, Nellie Chapman, Henry Miller,  
Bernard Barton (2004); Fr Geoffrey Marlow, former Vicar of St James (2008); 11th: Hesta Lo, Suki       
Plowright (2001); 12th: Ivy Weston (2013), Josie McGovern (2020.         

INTERNATIONAL CHURCH LINKS  In the US: Suzanne Smith, Rector of Grace Church, Alvin, Texas. Suzanne’s husband 
Travis is Rector of Holy Comforter, Angleton, 14 miles away. Japan: Fr Sebastian and Yuki Naniwa serving 
in Ehime near Hiroshima. 

 PRISONER OF CONSCIENCE  Our prayers continue for Nazanin Zaghari Radcliffe in 
the hope that some kind of formula can allow her to return to the UK 
as soon as possible. 

 
 
Please keep in touch and let me know if there is anything  
more we can do for you.  
 
As ever,   John 


